
PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE                                                            14 OCTOBER, 2016

YOUR AWARD IN FULL!
It’s Term 4 at Riverside!  That means many things.  Assessments are being compiled.  Swimming is back on again.  
Teachers are planning their holidays (although Mrs Thomas has been doing that all year).  The magpies and plovers are 
guarding their young noisily.  The 2017 calendar is almost ready to print.  Pneuma Festival practice. The grass is near 
to death.  Lauris is chasing fees.  Students are thinking about the next grade, while teachers are considering awards for 
presentation night.

Awards, like rewards, are complicated.  I’ve seen parents almost become physically violent over a student award.  At 
Riverside (like most institutions) we award the few, in a range of areas, who have demonstrated effort or performance 
beyond the majority.  There are a few different schools of thought on awards.  One belief is that every student deserves 
an award for something – since each of us has our good qualities.  Another belief is that awards should go to different 
students each year to share them around and give more students a chance.  Still another idea is that awarding or 
rewarding students encourages them to be or do things for external rewards like animals rather than because it’s right or 
of benefit.  

You don’t have to dig too far into the research to find that the last idea is actually backed up by the evidence.  A recent 
study of 800 people in Singapore looked at how incentives affected people in their motivation to get fit – long term.  
These were the 4 groups.

 1. Nothing (control group)
 2. Free Fitbit (activity tracker)
 3. Free Fitbit plus $20 a day for achieving goals
 4. Free Fitbit plus charitable incentive

After 6 months, the incentives were removed and the last three groups were asked to continue wearing their Fitbits for 
12 months.  The short term results were predictable.  Group 1 exercised the least.  Group 2 exercised, on average, 15 
minutes more per day.  Group 4 exercised 20 minutes more and Group 3 (daily cash incentives) exercised 30 minutes 
more.  

Interestingly, once the incentives were removed, all three Fitbit groups returned to doing one tenth of the exercise.  The 
incentives, or awards, produced no long term change of habit.  People who want to be fit, get fit, not those who get paid 
to be fit.  People who want to get results, apply themselves.  It’s well known.  That is why a growth mindset is more 
beneficial than an academic award when it comes to perpetuating success.  

In Matthew 6 in the Bible, Jesus talks about how some of us love to do good things because the audience will notice us.  
Almost sarcastically, He comments, “I tell you the truth they have received their reward in full”.  In other words, that’s all 
you get.  Publicity.  Maybe applause.  No long term gain.  In fact He goes on to say what you receive if you do good thigs 
for the right reasons, or when nobody is watching.  These are powerful, prudent words.  

“Then your Father, who sees what is done in secret, will reward you.”

Rewards are meant to last.  My trophies have all eventually been lost or discarded.  But you can’t throw character away.  
Or effort.  Or attitude.  These truly last.  So if your child is concerned about awards, tell them about what true rewards 
are!

Have a great week.
Ian Humphries



DATES TO 
REMEMBER

OCTOBER 17
Home & School Meeting

Term 4 Prompt Payment Deadline

OCTOBER 19
Pneuma Festival

OCTOBER 27
Prep Open Day

OCTOBER 28
Day for Daniel

OCTOBER 30
Working Bee

NOVEMBER 11
Remembrance Day

NOVEMBER 14-18
Week of Worship

NOVEMBER 23
Last Day Swimming

DECEMBER 1
Presentation Night

DECEMBER 2
Term 4 Last Day of School

The Home & School Meeting will be held on Monday 
October 17 at 3.10pm.  Please join us to be part of 
important decisions to be made how to fundraise for 
the school and how also to spend those fundraising 
money for the students.

We cannot say a big enough (belated) 
thank to the  previous Riverside 
Convention Centre Caretakers - Ian and 
Cheryl.  We pray that God will bless their 

future abundantly.

PNEUMA FESTIVAL

Please put next Wednesday October 19th in your 
diary.  Starting at 4.45.pm we will start the evening 
with games, relaxing and food.  At 6.00pm our concert 
will begin.

Main meals including drink:-
Curry & Roti - $5
Dahl & Rice - $5
Tomato Pasta - $5

Dessert:-
Fruit Sorbet - $2



Principal’s Award:
Rachelle Savuro - For a perfect recital of her 
Memory Text.
Lachlan Pugh - For playing well and being 
humble and accepting at all times.
Willow Campbell - For being a listener and 
trying hard things.

Grades Prep-1 

Sophie Wilkinson - For helping others in 
class.

Sefiu Tuilimu - For learning 
enthusiastically.

Rana Tahir - For creative art work.

Grades 2/3
Lachlan Pugh - For his awesome football 
skills in NRL.
Damien Acres - For being kind and caring 
towards his peers.
Aurora Kawana - For her beautiful 
handwriting in all classwork.

Grades 4/5/6
Reagan Obst - For excellent work in spelling 
and maths.
Tyler Mahoney - For a great effort and 
achievement in maths and reading.
Jakob Glendinning - For showing a positive 
attitude to all schoolwork.

Mathletics Achievement Award
Ruth Teariki, Hunter Kawana & Amelia 
Eldridge - For a stellar performance in 
Mathletics this academic year.



FROM CHAPPY ANNETTE ...

Growing up in a home with more than one child can often be challenging for both parents and children. I 
know when my children were growing up there were often little squabbles between the two of  them and some 
so meaningless that we can look back and laugh at them now. However, at the time it was frustrating for us as 
the parents and for the child who could never seems to grasp the concept of  sharing without the meaningless 
squabbles. The task before us as parents is to treat each ‘squabble’ that is initiated by children as a teaching 
opportunity and how we respond to each squabble determines the outcome.

Here are some guidelines that may help in each home.

1.  Stay calm - When emotions are charged in a group, the leader will be the person who stays calm.  
	 Families	are	no	different.	Emotions	can	be	charged.	This	is	the	time	for	parents	to	stay	calm.	Use	a	low,		
 ‘Green’ tone of  voice when you talk with kids. Your calmness is essential to de-escalate anger. 

2.	 	Use	open-ended	questions	-	Ask	open-ended	questions	to	encourage	others	to	share	their	feelings		
 about a situation. Say, “How can I help?” instead of  “You seem angry”. Children and young people are  
 calmer when they are teaching or explaining rather than being patronised.

3.  Hear the feeling rather than see the behaviour - Empathise with children’s feelings without accepting  
 their behaviour. There is nothing better than being understood, so when they are upset try statements  
 like “You have every right to be angry about that.” Avoid addressing the behaviour at this point.   
 Choose a time when everyone is calm and ready to listen to talk about better ways of  behaving.

4.	 	Use	selective	listening	-	In	the	heat	of 	the	moment	children	and	young	people,	like	parents,	will		 	
 often say things they don’t mean. It’s easy to respond to the heated “I hate you” or other insults while 
  ignoring the original problem. When a child yells “You never listen…” Try clarifying by saying, “It  
 seems that the last time we spoke wasn’t great for you.” Show interest, take the wind from the sails by  
 agreeing, and don’t try to respond to everything someone says in anger.

5.  Focus on facts, not emotions - Many people (adults and children) don’t respond well when they
 are second-guessed. “Why are you so angry?” invites the response “NO, I’m NOT!” Instead say, 
 “What  happened that caused you to be upset?” Be sure to compliment children when they resolve
 relationship problems calmly and control their own emotions, demonstrating the impact that their
 positive behaviour has on you. Conversely, compliments such as - “Thanks guys for resolving this
 problem quickly and calmly. I appreciate it” - remind kids about the emotional impact that their
 negative behaviour also has.

 Put an end to endless sibling squabbles Annette Ellison – Chaplain 



Outdoor play filled with recycled materials and look at our adventures!

An empty ribbon reel and look at the fun we can have exploring direction and 
force.

Yoghurt containers became piglets – ‘and they are so cute’ – we have to give them 
food and water!



The Brunette Family of our school have commenced a new business in town.  Please 
contact them and support their business should you require assistance with any of the 
following:-



GETTING ACTIVE
Before school on the last day of Term 3 the teachers and staff of Riverside took a beautiful 

morning ride along the Ross River behind our school.  What an awesome part of Townsville our 
school is located in.

Have your seen our school from the air?  A lovely gentleman who stayed at the Riverside 
Convention Centre took some drone photos for us.



On the last day of school we had wheels day.  Once again a hit with everyone from young 
through to old with the teachers and staff also having their bikes here on that day.

WHEELS DAY


